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INT. ROUSH RACING SHOP - DAY

1

David Ragan walks through the garage as mechanics and
crew chiefs work on the race cars.
Camera direction: Dolly walk and talk.
Insert Graphic: Lower thirds name-plate “David Ragan NASCAR Driver #6 UPS car”
DAVID RAGAN
Hello and welcome to Road Code. I’m David
Ragan and I’m here at Roush Fenway
Racing, in Concord, North Carolina.
BEGIN MINI-PACKAGE
Insert B-Roll/Old Photos: David with his Dad, David in a
race car, NASCAR FOOTAGE
DAVID RAGAN (V.O.)
(CONT’D)
I’ve been racing cars since I was eleven
years old and many years of hard work and
training have allowed me to become a
professional race car driver.
Insert B-Roll/Old Photos: David crosses the finish line
in the #6 car.
DAVID RAGAN (V.O.)
(CONT’D)
Driving safety has been a key to my
success, because if I don’t cross the
finish line safely, I can’t win the race.
2

INT. ROUSH RACING SHOP - CONTINUOUS
DAVID RAGAN
Today begins a four week journey where
you’ll learn how to be safe drivers from
the good people at UPS, some of the best
and safest drivers on the planet.
Insert Graphic: Circle of

Honor logo animated.
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2.

DAVID RAGAN (V.O.)
(CONT’D)
UPS values safe driving and that’s why
they created a program called the Circle
of Honor, which recognizes drivers with
25 years or more of driving without a
single accident.
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INT. ROUSH RACING SHOP - CONTINUOUS
David walks though a very busy part of the garage. (This
will simulate a driving scenario.)
Camera direction: Dolly walk and talk. ONE CONTINUOUS
SHOT
Some
code
week
Code

DAVID RAGAN
of these experts will be your Rode
instructors. (Beat) During the four
course you’ll learn all the Road
safe driving fundamentals.

A mechanic tosses a shop towel right in front of David.
He dodges it.
DAVID RAGAN (CONT’D)
Like, “always be prepared and expect the
unexpected,”
David spins out of the way of a large tool chest that is
being pushed by a mechanic.
DAVID RAGAN (CONT’D)
--”Be aware of space and visibility to
avoid accidents,”
The Crew Chief pops out in front of him. He leaps to the
side to avoid bumping into him.
DAVID RAGAN (CONT’D)
-- “The importance of avoiding other
vehicles,”
--And “the consequences of unsafe
driving.”
Insert Graphic: Transition Element
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3.
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EXT. ROUSH RACING SHOP - MOMENTS LATER

4

David is sitting inside of a car, speaking out his
window.
DAVID RAGAN
A car can quickly go from a modern
convenience to a deadly weapon.
David fastens his seatbelt.
During the
everything
to point B
you on the

DAVID RAGAN (CONT’D)
Road Code course you’ll learn
you need to get from point A
safely. Good luck and I’ll see
road.

David drives off.
Insert Graphic: Sponsored by UPS/ with logo animated.

FADE TO BLACK.
THE END.

